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A YEAR IN REVIEW.
After publishing a controversial map in the
first issue oftheyear, KIVI,TVChannel 6 asked,
Boise State students around campus if The
Arbiter's "Orientation Issue" had crossed the
line during the evening newscast. The map included descriptions of common buildings new
students would use, including the Business
Building - described as "the bucking bronco
with the huge erection out in front of it." The
Health, Wellness, and Counseling Center
-. was described as the place to "get your STDs
checked out."
.
'
All students interviewed on camera found
the map's content funny and not offensive.

,

In the midst of an unusually hot summer, The Arbiter's front-page headline in the June 26, 2007 issue read "It's Fn hot." The headline sparked a variety of letters to the editor questioning the appropriateness of the headline
and one BSUprofessor dedicated an entire series oflectures to the topic and
the argumentative reader responses it received.
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While, he was serving in Iraq; the
Associated Students of Boise State
University' removed Sen. Jonathan
Sawmiller from the 'Student senate for
failing to meet the minimum requirements for extracurricular
activities.
Sliwmillet was' immediately ~einstated
once he returned home and enrolled as a
,. full-fee paYing~t~dent.
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The Marriage Amendment debate raged all
across the country and Boise State was no
different. Up until the' 2006 election
several readers wrote in voicing their
opinions on the subject and Boise
State University held several events
during Diversity Week to discuss the
topic. The marriage amendment
easily passed in Nov. 2006, defining
marriage as being between a man
and a woman and banning civil
unions.
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.Imight have been at the
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Why do you say that?

station, why do you ask?

It appears that a
pattern is emerging

A man waiting at the police
station in Arlington, Va., to retrieve
his impounded vehicle, stealthily
reached into the purse of a woman standing next to him and stole
her keys and some cash. But she
caught him, so he gave the stuff
back and fled.
Police had no trouble locating
him since he had already given his
name to the desk sergeant.

A 74-year-old man was arrested for drunk driving after lie
crashed his car into a guardrail in
Susquehanna Township, Penn.
He told police he was headed to
court fora hearing on a previous
drunk driving arrest.

After crashing his car into the
bedroom of a sleeping couple in
Alice Springs, Australia, at 2 a.m., ~
drunk driver freed himself from the
wreckage, pulled a brewski from his
vehicle, and told the stunned homeowners, "I'd better have another
beer. I'm going to jail for sure."

Now think Ma'am, did you
put them on this morning?

Dude, they were really
here. I swear, man

Do you mean 'Wich?'

A man called police on his cell
phone to report that he had been
chased up a tree by narcotics
officers in St. Cloud, Minn.
When the cops arrived, they
found no narcotics officers, and
determined that the man was high
on drugs and was hallucinating.

A man in Lancaster, _England,
enraged that his girlfriend broke
up with him,
spray-painted
obscenities on her very expensive
Peugeot, including the word "bich."
He was caught because he called
her that in a text message and
misspelled the word there as well.

The woman in charge of teaching the police academy course on
driving under the influence of alcohol was pulled over while driving 90 mph on the Florida Turnpike
with an open bottle of Southern
Comfort. She was roaring drunk
and naked from the waist Gown.
When arresting officers asked her
where her pants were, she replied,
"I don't know."

I have some previous
experience with crime

Get yourftlthy hands off
me, you damn dirty ape

This is a stick-up ... Oh,
no, don't ... Blam!

A man applied for a job as an
Atlanta police officer.
When they did a background
check on him, the cops found that
he was wanted for a bank robbery.

Officials in New Delhi, India,
have solved the problem of
monkeys boarding the city's trains
and frightening passengers.
They have hired their own
monkey, who has been trained to
scare off the other monkeys.

A man went into .a gun shop in
Auckland, New Zealand, with rob- .
bery in mind. Alas, he had armed
himself only with a machete. He
was immediately shot.

Yes officer, that's them

Authorities who arrested a drug
smuggler at the Lagos, Nigeria, airport, forced him to sit on a bedpan
and (ahem) rid himself of the illicit
substances that he had wrapped
in plastic and swallowed. In three
days, he had expelled 3.5 pounds of
cocaine.

Oh, you're a cop? Us too
A man impersonating a police
officer pulled over two men in a
car in eastern Kentucky, only
to find out that the two were
undercover police detectives.

Two 19-year-old men stole a trampoline form a back yard in Dunedin,
New Zealand, at 1 a.m., then boldly
walked down the sidewalk carryingit.
.
A neighbor saw them and called
police.
The
two
dropped
the
trampoline and tried to flee through
several back yards when the-cops
arrived, but they were easy to
spot because they were heavily
intoxicated and dressed as Smurfs.
They were arrested.

I just can't get women to
like me. I don't know why
After a woman rejected his sexual
advances, a 54-year-old Scottsdale,
Ariz., man responded by destroying
her mailbox and leaving behind a
naked picture of himself.
A police investigation revealed
that he had done the same thing
to 16 other women in the past
five years.
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I feel much better now

He was surprised to learn that all .
suspects in interrogation rooms are
videotaped at all times.
.

Why do you need to see ID?
Three burglars broke into a
home in Sylvester, Ga., and stole
the checkbook. belonging to the
homeowner, who is an employee of
a local bank.
Then, in a stroke of very bad luck,
they went to that bank to cash one
of'the checks.

.

I'm back and I have
:broughtthehandcu~
A few weeks after a sheriff's
deputy came to her home to
investigate a noise complaint, a
woman in Aloha, Ore., dialed the
911 emergency number to ask that
he return because he was "the
cutest cop I've ever seen:
The officer did return and
arrested her for misusing the police
emergency system.

Did I say Manson, officer?
I meant to say.Mason
Police in Illinois took a man into
protective custody because he was
heavily intoxicated, but he didn't
want the cops to know that he had a
warrant' out for his arrest so he gave
them a phony name.
Unfortunately, the name he gave
was of a man who was also wanted
by police.
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An activist wanted to take a formal
stand against the legality of cameras that photograph people running red lights in Houston, Texas,
so he purposely went through a red
light intending to challenge the evidence from the camera being used
against him in court. Alas, a cop
saw him run the light and arrested
him. The camera evidence won't be
necessary.

A ts-year-old BSU student was
caught in bed (sleeping) with his
male co-worker in their hotel room
by the maid. The maid then apologized for "interrupting." The same
maid came in later only to find
the student sewing a button on his
pants while in his boxers.

After a vendor at the California
State Fair was paid with a counterfeit $20, he told the cops that the
kid who passed the bill was carrying a strip of pictures from a nearby
photo booth.
A check of the film turned up a
picture of the lad and his friends
proudly displaying wads of bogus
cash. Not knowing that the cops
were now on the lookout for him,
the kid returned to the fair and tried
to pass more funny money'.
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WHAT THE?
Hey, wait a minute ... you
want me to do what?!

A group of five BSUstudents embarked on an adventure to Phoenix,
Ariz. One of them lost his luggage
and needed to charge his cell phone
but the charger was in the lost lugWakey-wakey
gage. Luckily, another student had
A teenager, dressed only in the same model phone and was
ladies' parities for some reason,
able to borrow it. Since they were
Uh,book?Whatbook?
broke into a video store in Durham,
both sharing a room together and
N.H., in the dead of night. He was working together, it was inevitable
A murder suspect being quesfor the phones to be side by side.
tioned in a Minnesota police inter- discovered by store employees
the
next
morning,
because
he
had
One day, one of the men grabbed
rogation room told detectives he
what he thought was his phone ...
couldn't have committed the crime wrapped himself in the drapes and
fell asleep on the couch.
only to find out it wasn't when he
because he is legally blind.
received a text message from the
After the officers left the room, .
other
man's girlfriend asking him
the man took out a paperback book
to join her in the bathtub in the hoand began reading.
.tel room below them.
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Definitions aren't always
pleasant, words can hurt
A 19-year-old BSU student was
videotaping a young woman coming out of the women's restroom
one day. To get back at him she
threw a dictionary toward his nether regions. This young man learned
to never mess with copy editors
ever again ... and also learned how
words can sometimes be used as
weapons.

No big deal, it was just
my whole apartment that
burned to the ground
Upon learning his apartment
burned down, a BSUstudent called
into work to tell his supervisor he
would "be late" because of a "small
fire" at his house and he had some
stuff he needed to take care of. The
entire apartment was destroyed.
When asked if he had lost everything, he replied by casually saying
"oh, naw, I still have a few sweatshirts in my car."

I just wanted to cuddle
A Is-year-old BSU student was
taking a shower one morning and
his ex-girlfriend climbed into
his bed, only to cuddle with his
new flame.
Needless to say, the ex-girlfriend
was not amused and proceeded
to berate him in the men's bathroom. The guy sitting on the toilet
was terrified.

May
Non-newsworthy news

7, 2007

Motorcycle Awareness Rally 2007

Correction:
In its May 3 edition, The Arbiter incorrectly published
the headline "Capital High School softball coach faces
sex charge."
Lauren Kathleen Palmer is an assistant softball coach
at Centennial High School, not Capital.
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Your card is in the mail

1

BY CHAD MENDENHALL

1

News Writer

1

Cards always accompany
the
milestones in our lives. Bar mitzvahs, baptisms, _weddings, birthdays and pregnancies almost naturally and automatically
come with
cards of celebration,
appreciation
and commemoration.
The Class of 2007 is no exception to this card assault, as it will
be bombarded with nearly 77 million graduation
cards this year.
Hallmark estimates that the average high school 'graduate receives
17.5 graduation
cards, accounting
for 60 percent of all graduation 'Card
purchases.
The U.S. DepartmentofEducation
estimates the class of 2007 to include approximately
1.5 million
college
undergraduate
degrees,
about 603,000 graduate
degrees,
more than 50,000 doctorates and
more than 3.3 million high school
graduates.
The first American
college to
hold a commencement
ceremony
was Harvard in 1642. Traditional
commencement
ceremonies began
in the 12th century at the universities of Paris, Oxford, Bologna and
Cambridge. When first established,
many of these universities did not
own their own buildings, requiring
meetings and studies to be held at
churches.
Scholars believe that the historical academic
gown; or robe,
originated
from these churches,
as many students were clerics and
wore the long-robed attire either to
stay warm in these cold churches or
as part of a religious ceremony associated with ordination.
The customary
cap, or mortarboard, is believed to come from
a popular headdress
in medieval
Europe, called the pileus. Today,
the academic cap and gown attire
has come to represent a specific
field of study, degree or university.
Youth Media
and Marketing
Networks, a company that focuses on college markets, published
its Fifth Annual College Graduate
Lifestyle Survey in 2006. The survey revealed that more than 33 percent of graduates will purchase a
new car within 12 months of graduation, almost 30 percent will get a
new credit card and more than 69
percent will post their resumes online.
Consider these facts from the U.S.
Census Bureau:
• Adults with a bachelor's degree
earned an average of $54,689 in 2005,
while those with a high school diploma
earned $29,448.
• In 2006, 86 percent of all adults 25 and
older reported they had completed at
least high school. More than 28 percent
. of adults 25 and older have attained at
least a bachelor's degree.
• The District of Columbia has the highest proportion of people 25 and older
with a bachelor's degree or higher.
• Minnesota and Alaska have the highest percentages of people 25 and older
with a high school diploma or higher.
• Forty-nine percent of 18-and-19-yearolds was enrolled in college in 2005.
• The majority of undergraduate students are enrolled in four-year colleges.
Ofthose enrolled.Bl percent attend full
time.
• W~men made up 56 percent ofthe undergraduate student population and
59 percent of the graduate students in
2005.
According to Job Outlook 2007,
graduates' chances oflanding good
jobs are better than they were in
2006. Employers anticipate hiring
17.4 percent more college graduates
this year that they did last year.
The top degrees in demand for
2007 are accounting, business administration
and
management,
rnmnllt2r. science. electrical. enzl~~~ring anti mechanical engineering, Job Outlook 2007 also rated
communication
sills, integrity, interpersonal skills. and' motivation
as the most important
skills and
qualities employers are looking for.
Other. attributes
employers are
seeking .include leadership. posttions; majors, GPA, extracurricular
activities and volunteer work. '
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BY JESSICA
CHRISTENSEN

Association
of State Motorcycle
Safety Administrators.
As part of Motorcycle Awareness
News Editor
Month, the Idaho STAR Program
is
conducting
a
Motorist
No, it's not Mother's
Against
Awareness
Campaign
on teleDrunk Driving promoting
safety
vision and radio. The goal is to
about driving while under the inremind all road users that riders
fluence, nor is it a fun run to proare out there and to "Look Twice for
mote diabetes prevention or breast
Motorcyclists".
cancer detection. Instead, it's the
Local motorcyclists
like Ray
Idaho Coalition
For Motorcycle
Hopkins and Shane Penrod parSafety (ICMS). And no, the ICMS is
ticipated in the rally and want to get
not a motorcycle club, rather, it's a
recognized statewide organization
. the attention of drivers.
"The point is to get the public's
and major force behind motorcycle
attention
about motorcycles.
Let
safety and rights.
'
everyone know, hey, we're out here.
KickingoffMotorcycleAwareness
It [the rally] gets bigger every year,"
Month, ICMS, along with the Idaho
Penrod said.
Skills Training
Advantage
for
Penrod also brought his 2 yearRiders (STAR) Program
held its
old son, Steven, along for the event.
annual Motorcycle Awareness Rally
lCMS promotes
bike safety to
on Saturday as an effort to remind
the community
in which it .lives.
everyone to be conscious of motorThrough
awareness
and educacyclists on the road.
tion, safety is a large focal point for
Started in 1994, the Idaho STAR
the organization. ICMS encourages
Program is incorporated within the
active involvement in the political
Idaho Department
of Education,
process and charitable fund raising
and
contracted
out to Boise
and stands for the preservation and
State University. The program is
advancement
of the motorcyclists'
accredited
by
the
National

Excellence3
BY ARB I T E R S T A F F
For the third consecutive
year
the Idaho Press Club has awarded

at the Idaho Press' Club awards in
several individual categories: four
first-place winners, two seconds,
. two thirds and one honorable men-

The Arbiter for general excellence.
tion.
The Arbiter had received the generArbiter Press Club Winners
al excellence award for the printed
General ExceUence Website
version of their newspaper the last
1st The Arbiter
two years and Saturday night at the
Website Special Purpose
Owyhee Plaza Hotel was awarded
1st The Arbiter
.
the same honor for the online verwww.dlneboise.com
sion of the newspaper.
' Headlines
"I'm very proud of the staff and
1st The Arbiter
the work they have done this year
Selection of six
because we really expanded what
Editorial
we ~ere doing online with pod1st Drew Mayes
casting' and webcasting,"
Arbiter
Selectlonofthree
zeneral manager Brad Arendt said.
WatchdolllInvesthzatlve
;It really sIio~ the dedication and
2nd Dustin Lapray ~
talent ofthe staff we have when the
"Athletics budgets for growth"
students can make such an easy and
GraphIcs
quick '.transition. from traditional
2nd Steve Norell and Leona.
printto theworld of multimedia."
Ellsworth
In October of ,200G The Arbiter
Selectionofthree
was recognized by the Associated _ Page Design
Colleglate Press(ColIege,
Media
'. 3rd,Prancis Delapena
Advisers convention
in 81.' Lows, ., ,.:Selectlon
otthree.
Mo.foi
~avingthebest
podca#.
EXceUence
countryandwas
o~eoffive.·31l1,,*e~biter
.
sehoolsnatioliwide'
featUiediri.''ti'''';:-+Gii~l'i~-~-·
\ .'.....•'.., '
presentatlQnerititled;tCa~e
St\idies,
'JI~~o" . "~(lJiJeSsica
ofSuccessfuIWeI;lSltes.-":,'"
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lifestyle. ICMS acts as an agent for
positive change, a liaison between
motorcyclists and the government
and is dedicated to the promotion
of a positive public image of motorcyclists and motorcycling.
"They do this every first Saturday
in the month of May, whether it's
raining or the sun is shining. We
-can have anywhere from 75 riders
on a rainy day to 500 on a sunny
one. It's a nationwide
campaign
and every state has one. It's police
escorted.
The
STAR Program
through the LarryG. Selland College
at Boise State is the outfit that
teaches people how to ride and is
also part of the event," motorcyclist
Dwight Murphy said.
The
ICMS
sponsored
the
Motorcycle Awareness Rally 2007.
, The rally began at Sandy Point Park
near Lucky Peak Reservoir. The
event kicked of at 11 a.m, Saturday
and was proceeded by apollee escorted ride to the MK Plaza in Boise
a few hours later to finally gather
at Municipal
Park to enjoy food
and refreshments.
.
The STAR Program reports its
education and training is associated with a 64 percent reduced-crash
risk. Traffic crash studies show that
the highest crash rates involve riders under the age of 24 and those
more than 40 years old.
The Idaho STAR Program
offers alternative schedules at select
training sites. To learn more about
schedules offered within the area,
visit
http://idahostar.boisestate.
edu/ or call 888-280-STAR.
Hopkins, part of the leMS for
six years, wants to make sure people know motorcycles
are back
on the road.
"People aren't used to it. This is
warmer weather, so watch out,"
Hopkins said.
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I HAVE OVERCOME
PROCRASTINATION
I will work with you to teach you, on-site,
how to overcome this habit!
Stress, anxiety, guilt and cramming will
become things of the past within 2-3,
25-minute sessions; I work on-site with
you.
No charge for the initial interview. Ongoing help. Call- Jake, at 850-1845
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includes nisex bathra
BY CEAN
Assistant

SIEGEL

News Editor

The Student Union Building will be
ring a unisex bathroom as part of the planned
expansion set to begin this summer.
The new bathroom will fulfill a 2003 requirement of the U.S. Department of Justice
Americans with Disabilities J\ct and will
provide more space than a typical bathroom
stall for those who need it.
"The real purpose is for us to comply with
federal regulations," Boise State Vice President
of Student Affairs Michael Laliberte said.
According to Laliberte, the Idaho statehouse
will be getting a similar bathroom built as well.
Laliberte believes the bathroom will provide
an alternative for parents who have young
children, and anyone else who would like
to use the bathroom somewhere other than
the usual stalls.
"Anybody can use it," Laliberte said. "It's not
like we're going to have somebody regulating
who uses it."
The SUB expansion will reach into the
. parking lot toward the Liberal Arts Building.
The groundbreaking ceremony for the new
constructton will be held Tuesday, May 8 at
12:15p.m. in the SUB.
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I heard bik~s
Mike
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stop at red lights and stop signs, is that true?
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Mike,
The simple answer is that bicyclists are generally required to obey the
rules of the road and cannot ride in an unsafe manner. However, Idaho
state law indicates a bicyclist "shall slow down and, if required for
safety, stop before entering the intersection." At red lights, the same law
indicates bicyclists must stop, but they may proceed through the red
light after yielding to all other traffic. The bottom line is'that we don't
want bicyclists getting hit by cars, but. we also don't see a need to wait
at a red light forever when there's no traffic around. More details about
regulating bicycle stopping can be found in section 49-720 of the Idaho
Code.
Thanks for your question I hope this helps.
BSU Ask-A-Cop is a program where students and faculty are
encouraged to ask campus police officers questions concerning laws,
ordinances, regulations or crime-prevention advice. Ask-A-Cop is
designed for informational purposes only and not for reporting crimes.
Please submit your questions to: Dschoenborn@cityojboise.org
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Say that to me one more time
BY LUCINDA SUTHERLAND
BizTech Writer

There are .many Interne't sites that
them through the stages of grief
post free podcasts for listeners to
- and deal with survivor guilt.
download, such as iTunes.
The audio podcasts are titled
Re-runs aren't just for television
Boise State University Radio
"Four Boise State University
anymore. We all want to hear some
makes many podcasts available
Students Share Their Hearts With
messages more than once and
on its Website. Some ofthese origiVirginia Tech Students: "Helping
podcasting makes that possible
nate with National Public Radio,
Children Cope With Tragedy,"
for radio audiences.
but at least 10 of the podcast pro"Not Your Fault" and "BSU Stands
Sure, we've long had the option
grams currently offered originate
with Virginia Tech,"
of buying our favorite albums if locally.
"It has the potential for a worldwe want to control when we hear
"To us it's important that people
wide audience,"
Shevy said.
a song, but talk radio fans were
have the pod casting opportunity
"Podcast software such as iTunes
out ofluck.
it they want it so that it's more
allows people to search and find
r Col.lege d' stuhdents. tWhh h had
chonvenient forhthel~k t~ Ii~dtevn
'dto
.•.
.....
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Phrograms. The sOhftwakre
thabt tells
.avonte ra 10 sows In elr orne t e programs 'I ey 1 e, sal
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.',
•
. t e computer to c ec can e any
areas might not have been able to Smith, of BSURadio.
.. podcastaggregator suchas iTunes,
find comparable programming
"I rely on podcasting here at
Juice,Podget or any number of
once they arrived on campus.
work because ifIget busy, or get
• other programs."
People with tight budgets couldn't 'interrupted, I can still go back and
The aggregator function can be
he'ar enough of a new band's
listen to the whole program," Smith
set to search the Internet or specimusic to tell if they wanted to said. "At home I have some of the
fied sites to find recent downloads
buy the CD. Podcasting offers a NPR programs that I listen to. I
and notify potentiallisteners.
solution to these problems.
download the podcasts onto my
Ifyou wantto hear eyerypodcast
Podcasting makes it possible
TiVo and listen to it on my TiVo." '
that mentions BSUyoucan set your
to choose which radio programs
Tom Turm:r, also of BSURadio,
computer to find them for you.
you want to hear again, post audio
explained' that the process of
If you want every podcast from
messages online to share with your
posting podcasts with BSURadio's
f 1
your favorite radio talk,. show or
frie'nds and to listen to new music
server is fairly .•'simple and is
.
your favoritehband the agdgrhega"'
from your favorite bands.
handled by its NetworlcOperations
.
• Ii'
tor will searc themout,an . ave
Podcastirig" gives you the· MafiagerErikJoiliis.'
.. ~.
themreadyforyouassoonasthey'
opportunity to post your original
"Erik manually inserts the stuff
~
become available;... . ...." ".
.
music or program with servers ' onto our server. He 'describes it as
PHOTO COURTESY MCT •
Then you
listen !Othe podwho will make your voiceaccespoint and click," 'I'urDersaid.
.
casts a! yourleisure;](Ustening
at
sible to a world-wide audience.
·Podcastingallow8
content to
Pod~asting
is a fast growing' way to post digitai audio.yourleisuremtr.l~~le~'re
And, unlike standard . radiQ, have.amore'durable
presence
"
.. ... '
..... '
..' ...awavfroD1c}ll,lut~··
J~rJhen,.
.. ..
listeners<:iln he~r th~ .salIlltpro-:
than traditional
radIo, .which
ers. It's an opportunity to get their
cla~~ili~n turned thein, int~MP3 .ancfonly.then;:,.
"\neee:Ca' •..
grani orsoqndfjle
as·inap.yvariishes.into
the ether as soon
voices ,heardiit a public sphere,
81ldposted th.esemessages asportaljlelviP3p
.
times as they ~es~e. .
.' ,'as,it's>broadcasttsald
Mark
and it'snotthat diffic;u1tto lea,rn: .podcastsolli'runes.
.i>,
;:;tf~u~t
. There,is ..no need toPllIchas~,sli~\>y,:
~iprotessoi;il1tbe:
BSiJ,
StudentsinBSU'c()Dilllunica-.;.Oiieorthep~dc~ll:applaUdsrp~$,tiri
: anlPod, toliste~
toPl)dc,as~; ..';Co~#ilkatii!hSDepartIrifmt.
-I tions departIllellt's Jntroioiadio:.'t1leliero.l$nioftbll'
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",Generally' .the ....sound.·'.files •.l1sed?;"calOetO thedincluSlonthat my fa·
production .••
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. ~¢gtin on the southside of
. n.Building in Dec~mber
space parking garage.
'versity-owned buildings.
. g KBSU were torn down
;to make room for the garage
that is on track to open
August Ifr, 2007.

A body found in a pond near Warm
Springs Avenue was that of Boise State
University student Bradley Winter Morse.
Morse's death came just days after the
murder of University ofidaho student
David Robert Moss. Police officers from
Sparks, Nev. arrested former University
ofidaho student John Joseph Delling
(pictured above) on fugitive warrants and
possession of a stolen vehicle. Delling, 21, .
was found driving Morse's stolen Nissan
sedan and is a suspect in both cases as
well as the attempted murder
of a University of Arizona student.
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Change will continue
to come to The Arbiter,
you're welcome to assist

Editor-In-Chief
From chocolate vaginas and porn
stars to podcasts, book deals and
anchoring the news it's been a crazy
couple years for me at The Arbiter.
If you're asking yourself if this Is
one of those self-serving articles that
most readers could give two monkey
droppings. and a banana peel about
... you're dead on. This is. where I
abuse my power to publish anything
I want in these pages one last time by
reflecting and thanking all of those
who have made this experience here
so incredible.
M. Grace Lucas - 1\vo years ago
you took a huge gamble bringing
me on staff and took the heat when
I pissed off ... well, everyone. I can't
imagine what' I'd be doing with my
life right now if you had not given me
that opportunity.
Dr. Dan and Brad Arendt - You've
acted as my sounding' board for the
last two years and I can only Imagine how much that board has to listen
to. You'll never know how much I
appreciated the unwavering support
each of you gave me.
DustlnLapray- You'vebeenmyrighthand man all year and I honestly don't
know what I would have done without
you. More Importantly to me, you've
become one of my true friends. Years
. from now we'll be reminiscing on a
barstool somewhere about our time
here and a.rgulng over who made the
bigger Impact.
Believe It or not, I envy you and the
experiences you're about to have durIng the next year as editor-in-chief.
Enjoy the ride -rny friend, and know
there is no one I'd rather hand the
reigns of The Arbiter over to than you.
Hadley Rush - I guess this Isthe part
of the article where everyone holds
their breath and anxiously awaits the
next round ofverbal diarrhea between

The school year is coming to its conclusion. In the next week thousands of students
will embark in summer vacation, or forever
vacation from this school and lifestyle. '
Ladies and gentlemen, we have seen some
things this year. We have seen each other
grow into thriving individuals. We have seen
tragedy. Fellow students have died. Others,
.' half a country away were slaughtered. Our
own campus, usually so secure, felt tremors
of violence and unrest.
Or, was it really like that? Are the students'
on campus really at odds with each other?
Or is this turmoil relegated to a select number of people pockets, certain clubs and
groups of students? And why? This stack of
disagreements was not built for the benefit
ofThe Arbiter, although it is our job to cover
it and we are often used as a pulpit for propaganda,
We think that this confrontation of ideas is
a tremendous value, to be aspired to attain;
this priceless arena of ideas fosters a learning environment for students who might
never have conjured a select train ofthought
without that influence.
So, speak up. And listen, please.
This is an open invitation to this soiree of
souls, this thing we came to college to discover, beyond the degree, beyond the classroom, way beyond the blue, deep inside of
us, and you.
.
But, damnit, realize that there are others
out there who will continue to think different from you. This board consists of a handful of students. This campus has 19,000 students. None of us are exactly the same. No
.i:. shit. We swear.
.
We will never agree wholly with that rightl .'
wrong/what/who detail or dialect the kid
next to us in math class professes with ease.
That's cool, we don't need to. All we have to
do is listen. We have been writing how we
see things all semester. Sometimes we were
questioning, other times demanding or accusing, calling out people or knocking down
stereotypes.
Now it's our turn to listen.
Finish this column and show it to that kid
next to you.
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Gary Spivey of Douglas, Arlz., Is one
of the several individuals seeking to
bridge the cultural separation that
divides communities on our southern border. A retired public service
doctor and resident of the Arizona
border town of Douglas, Spivey and
his organization
Douglas Prieta
Works are Involved in an attempt
to uplift the fortunes of a depressed
neighborhood in the sister city of Agua
Prieta, Sonora, Mexico.
An epidemiologist with 30 years of
experience, Spivey feels the solution
to many of the health problems which
plague the poverty-stricken areas of
Mexico are rooted in their economic
.situation. DPW, now two years old,
functions as a job and micro-buslness
training 'organization which hopes
to make a difference in the quality of
lives of the residents of the Colonia
Laderilla, Agua Prieta. Spivey believes
that improved economic opportunities
in Mexico based. on the development
of micro-business cooperatives will
diminish the need for undocumented
immigration and improve chances for
survival in disadvantaged Mexican
neighborhoods, a . concept that he

Boise. 1083725
345-8204
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Editor's note
If you are reading this then you
probably have a nose for the news.
The Arbiter Is trying to grow Into
new phases of media.
This may sound cheesy, but we
are looking for help.
'
If you are tech savvy, or ever
wanted to be on television, or
have an idea for a podcast you'd
like to host, or can edit and produce video or perhaps you're just
a damn
good. writer
and
think you can do this better than us, then do It better
with us.
Apply for an internship
at.
jobs@ablterorillne.com

hopes to export to other depressed arThe sister cities of Douglas and Agua worked to separate these two cultures
eas In Mexico.
Prieta have a combined population
have only served to wet our appetites
To accomplish these goals the first of 85,000 people. The unemployment
for Mexican culture. Mexican culture
step was to make cultural connections
rate in Agua Prieta is approximately 20 Is the perfect compliment to mainbetween socially-conscious members
percent; this Is about three times the
stream American culture. Increased
of the Douglas and Agua Prieta com- unemployment rate In neighboring
contacts between our technologicallyDouglas. This high unemployment
advanced society and the more survlv. muhlties, Establishing these connections, which seems to be the most diffi- persists on the Mexican side of the
al oriented Mexican culture can prove
cult part of this process for every orga- border In spite of the fact that Agua a beneficial exchange. Their survival
nization of this type, means breaking
Prieta has more than 30 Maquiladora
skills will prove useful as we continue
through cultural barriers that separate
plants In operation.
.to run out of oil. The wood and clothing
our communities and building trust
Until 1987 a major employer of . products produced by the DPW collecthrough small successful development
the region was the Phelps' Dodge
tive workshops will serve as a cultural
projects destined to expand.Not glamCorporation, which operated a huge
connection between the producers in
orous but quite necessary, his work copper smelter In the area. For now the
the Colonia Ladrerilla and their stateside customers.
' with the Douglas Prieta Works is mak- main area employment is the service
ing a difference In a small way and has . and government sector on the United
Spivey tells me that his association
the potential to touch the lives of inany - States side and manufacturing on the
with the Quaker culture and his work
residents of the Colonia Ladrilla.
Mexico side. This shift in employment
in the public health sector helped
DPW will be partnering with a opportunities means that Mexicans
prepare him for this project. He comMexican state governmental agency, not finding employment in manufacpares his two years of residency with
the Institute de Capacitacion para
turing or .tourism could be left out of . the Indian Health Service at the Fort
Trabajo para el Estado de Sonora, in the mainstream economy and find Apache Reservation in Arizona with
an effortto develop trained carpenters
themselves in need ofvocationaltrainhis present service in the Colonia
and help local wood-based industries.
Ing from an organization like DPW.
Laderilla, as some of the Issues ate
Gary feels that the cooperative social
I have long been an advocate of im- similar and the defining, issues in
, .production style used successfully in proved communication between the
both locations, poor housing and lack
the building of organizations that proMexican and American cultures, so of work opportunities, impact health
mote economic growth and comrnufinding Spivy's organization on the
more than lack of medicine. DPW has
nlty spirit In an area plagued by unernnet wasfortuttous since it gave me the
set its goals as the elimination of povployment and a sense of hopelessness
chance to talk to a person who. is doerty through work training and job
will go a long way to putting a positive
ing what I have advocated for so long. connections. I applaud their efforts
spin on Mexican-American relations.
Those forces in our society that have
and wish them God speed.

Guest cpinions of no more than'SOOwords
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
, 300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
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Making connecti6flsbe''byveeA
the United States and Mexico

The way we see it is based on the majority opinions of
The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the board are Drew
Mayes, editor-in-chief; TI'oy Sawyer, business manager;
Heather English, proauction manager; Dustin Lapray, managing editor; Barry Franklin; opimon editor; Harsh Mantri,
online editor and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.

y

the two greatest shit talkers The Arbiter been like a brother to me and if there is
has ever seen. Well, like a teenage girl' one thing I'm sure oflt's that you'll stand
having sex for the first time ... you're , beside me when some poor girl (probably your hot sister) decides to marry
probably going to be disappointed with
what's coming next - because I'm not .me. Actually, you'll probably stand
going to do that. Truth be told, I never there a few times since we both know
illy first marriage will be all about
meant to In the first place.
.
.
Hadley, I told you a long time ago I genetics and money.
The Arbiter Staff (especially uThe
would never Intentionally try to hurt
Circle") - Each of you In your own way
your feelings and no matter how much
time and distance grows between us has made me 'look better as a leader
that's a commitment I'll do my best to than I really am. I know as time goes
keep. If I've ever written or said any- on and the stories of 2006/2007 are
thing that really hurt you I want to told everything will be prefaced as
publicly apologize and let you know . "Drew's year:'
While
I'll undeservingly
get
that was never' my Intention - despite
what everyone else (including you) the majority of credit for what
may say or think. Besides wow, what do we've accomplished, it's you that made
It all happen,
I say about somebody like you? I guess
The
Arbiter
will
reap
I'll just say thanks, because without
the benefits of the foundation you've
you and what we went through Iwould
never be the man I am today. You'll al- laid during. the past 12 months for
decades to come. There's no doubtin my
ways be so much more than another
mind you'll go down as the greatest asex-girlfriend to me. For the longest
sembled group of talent The Arbiter hastime you were my favorite employee,
my roommate, my best friend and so even seen. Lucky for' me (and my'
resume), I was the guy at the front
much more. Iwant you to know that
that everyone recognized.
despite everything - all the lies, all the
Last but certainly not least, actubad feelings and all the bitter words
ally ... yeah, least - to you, the person
said - I'll never forget what a great
reading this - And to the person that
team we were'.
picks up our paper twice a week, downI truly hope years from now we run
into each other somewhere and have loads our podcasts and watches our
a quick laugh about how scared every- weekly videos online. To the person
who posts comments on our Website
one was ofus backin the day. Hopefully
and writes letters to the editor, to all of
when that day comes' you won't be an
overweight chain smoker stuck In a those people I say thank you. Without
you I wouldn't have a had a job, found
bad marriage (how does that paid thai
and lost what I thought was the girl of
taste, baby?),
In all seriousness - thank you. . my dreams, met the amazing people
I've met, made the lifetime friendships'
Thank you for making me a better
I've made and covered the once-In.person. Thank you for the life-changa-life-time events you can only cover
ing experiences. Thank you for the
here. Without you reading, watching
moments I'll never forget. And thank
and speaking up and out every step
you... for starting me on a path that
of the 'way I would never have had
somehow still leads me to always being
these amazing experiences. And as
excited about tomorrow.
I wipe a tear from my smirking face,
Brian .Holmes - Man, the word
"friend" just isn't a powerful enough ad- trust me when I say this has been
one amazing experience.
jective. Durlngthe pastfewyearsyou've
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SAY IT

I

LOVE NOTES

2006
TANK
SCOOTER
low miles, great on gas, easy
to park carriers. Call Frank a
860-0765

I

SELLIT

SELLIT

HOMEI
FURNITURE

ELECTRONICS

BRAND
NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH
& loveseat.
Stain Resistant.t Lifetime warranty.t Still In boxes. t Rell\ll
$1395. Must sell! $499.t 8881464.

ROOMMATE

ROOMMATE
NEEDED to
share large 3 bedroom house.
close to BSU. $300 plus utilities Call Jeff @ 409-4054
NEAR
BSUI
Roommate
Needed To Share House.
$400/Month, $200IDep. Inc.
WID Use, Satalita TV, Long
Distance & HI·Speed Internet.
208-309-1240
ROOMMATE
WANTED
in 4 BDRM 2 B House close
to BSU.I G-Bell $4001Mo includes DSL and utilites.(208)
841-8034

SEL.LIT

KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATTRESS
set brand new
in bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.
7-PIECE
CHERRY
Bedroom set. Brand-new In box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464

Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store. huge local stock
of hard-ta-find parts and supplies. expert computer repairs.
Intemel service, 4524 Overland Road in Boise. (208)
2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwire Wireless Internet, account. ,FREE
technical support, call 4722800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician,

472-

HOMES

CHERRY
SLEIGH
BED
solid wood. New-in-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Call 8881464.
FULL
SIZE
ORTHOPEDIC MAnRE~SS
Brand new
in package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.
BED-QUEEN

LEATHER
SOFA
PLUS
_LOVESEAT.
Brand new in
crate with lifetime warranty.
l.ist $2000. Sacrifice $699. t
888-1464.

MODEL SEARCH If you've
seen the new hit show IThe
Agency; on VH1. then come
in and see Wilhelmina Urban
In person! We are casting
dozens of print. promotional,
and commencial projects this
week, and need women and
men ages 17 - 25. especially
fitness talent. We are Idaho's
only full-service
international
booking agency. Our booking
rates are $30 to $250 per hour.
Call today 424·0799.
ONLINE
INTERNSHIP
this Job would require the individual to regUlarly update The
Arbiter's webslta. You would
also be responsible for the
designing, updeting and maintaining the website. apply at
jobs@arblteronllne.com

SIrmrltMove'

·toH()me
Ownership!

I

SUMMER WORK

NANNY:":,;",,']
. pful1

... 'SO you wauna place a

b"'IJ:~hJ'o;'l:'tI

l;ullO HOllJill8 .ml

by

l-'itUiptU Ai.~l(w/i;,"

" ~'.' classified
ad?
.

I

1. Gotowv.-~.arbiteronllna.tc6~;i~T:;::4 .
and click ont~~linkto t~e~l~s~tfi
" ,,';';;)
section and placey'our adollline; 24;7:S
.
.
,

"

-,~

'

,

"

2. E-mail ad requests to
classifieds@arbiteronline.com.
Include your name, phone number
and ad text.

the SUB, beneath the

Wo_m~nts Center:"

4. Yell really loud.

Someone from our office mayor may not
hear you.

",0

PART-TIME

',;,

Character

SCHEDULE?

Please check your ad the first day it
runs, and notify 111eArbiter of any
errors. We will only be responsible for
first insertion.
'file AriJi/er takes no responsibility

if you get scammed out of your beer
money. Remember, if it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is.

$9/hr
to start

658-4888
cU.i«ee/«-

center

BJa'I'm--..

On- and off-

campus Jobs
and intemshlps
for current and
'graduaUng
students
Ek~e

To get the advantage, check the day's
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
chaIlerrging.
Aries (March 21-AprilI9)
Today is a 9 - Provide what's reqUired or
say you will, even if you're not sure how
you'll make it all happen. The odds are in
your favor, and so is your determination.
Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is an 8 - You've got big ideas,
impossible to accomplish on your OWIl.
Luckily. you also have friends who'd love
to help you make it all happen. Talk it
over with them.
Gemini (May 21·June 21)
Today is a 7 - You've been doing a lot of
thinking lately, or you should l1ave been.
This will lead you to make a brilliant
financial move. Get on it.
Canrer (June 2~-July 22)"
Today is a6 - A,'rather bossy person is a
blessing to you now. This character will
happily take charge of everything. Let it
be.
.

INTERNSHIPS

PODCAST
PRODUCER·
This job would require the
individual to come' up with
new ideas to improve podcast, schedule podcasts, do
the podcast. edit them and
manage the podcast equipment at the Arbiler. Apply at
jobs@arbiteronline.com

Casual 'work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.

..

I

MODElS

NEW

SPRING

Place a'n ad in'the

Classifieds'
·visit
arbiteronUO<:l.cQ..m

BY LINDA

C. BLACK

Tribune

Services

Media

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 -ll1e work you do now
doesn't produce immediate results. Delay
gratification, and you'll get a better payoff
on down the line. It's a good deal; don t
worry.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 - Take this day off, if possible.
You're not in the mood to work. You're in
the mood to snuggle and rest and maybe
have a few bon bons. Take good care of
yourself.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today isa 7 - By shopping very carefully now, you can get a marvelous deal.
Household items, food and real estate are
especially favored.
.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 -You're in a better mood to
talk to people who are asking questions.
You're able to decide which to answer and
which ones to evade.
Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec.21) .
Today is a 9- You're finally starting to
see a few rewards for all
labors. It's
a wonderful thing buttheacknawledgementis almost better. Almost.

your

PROJ-

ECTSI Actors, Extras, Models, Promotions -and Conventions. Earn $75-$800 daily. No
exporience or school needed.
208-433-9511

Checkout

HOROSCOPES
Today'sBirthday (05-07-07).
lhis is a good year to travel, publish and
expand your influence. 111ere will be
minor setbacks occasionally but nothing
to worry about.

';'

.....
-.Smile and carry yourself
with a positive attitude

}'_:-

,

..

....then this is the place for
you!

,:~~~lyin,p~"S()n
":"MQnday~Fr!day

Oam-7pm

FREE EMPLOYEE MEALS!

I

'B()iS~~;ID

'
Positions

For.tnol"einformation· on
The did SpaghettiF,=actory,
, pleasevisitoun",ebsite'
www.c>sf~com
'

available

for:

.J/li~.Hosts
<.0l1Il-'

Bussers

...... Servers/Bar
~
... -. Kitchen

care

ONLINE
VIDEO
PRO·
DUCER
This job would
require the individual to go
out and shoot video with one
of the reporters. Mainly this
would involve capturing video,
ediling it using Final CUi Pro
and then making the package,
Internships are available at
jobs@arblteronline.com

Evenings and'
Weekends
20-40 hrs/wk

Minimum

For classified display rates, contact an
Al'ililer ad rep at ads@arbileronline.com.

;\"

.> ..',';..'
......
<;.,..."_•...,..'_.:-.......,.....;--

.

BSU ADVENTURE
CAMP
INSTRUCTOR
Seeking
Qualified and motivated camp
staff. Camp dates 6104-7120
Contact for more info. (208)
426-566

'::::=-======
BUSY

Rates:
Classified Line Ads (per character)*
Ilssue
$0.06
2-4 Issues
$0.05
51 Issues
$0.04

I';

kids need exp!oVlr:t9

SUMMER
PAINTING
JOBS.
$9-101 hour + bonuses! NO EXP. NEC, .Work
outside full time. Summer positions available. Call 1-800327-2468.
www.collegepro.
com.

'WORKIT

We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.

3. Stop by our office across the stre~!fipm"

"..'A~d:~ptlngApplicatic>ns
,~~.- <,
.

•..1;(.

Staff

Staff

Maintenance/Office

Staff

ASAP 'In H(lYllen;Comppay
~fleroci (2~)~~~lt'
,','

~",

There are four ways to do it:

~-. Need a flexible schedule

Pn-qualify tuday at

,tISlifj;;;raIIJJSJQC.:o.com

It's easy!

_
....-.Are reliable, responsible,
and hard working

..2;23:N. 6thStreet,Suite #50

Paid Survey Takers Needed
in Boise. 100% FREE to Joinl
Click on Surveys.

PILLOW

QUEEN'
TEMPURPEDIC
slyle visco memory foam maltress set. Brand new in plastic.
Retail $1599, Must sell $399.
888·1464

WORK IT

The Boise Old Spaghetti
Factory is seeking upbeat,
energetic individuals to
join our team. If you ....

.'',',,"1

BRONCOSNEEDJOBS. COM

TOP mattress set. Brand new.
still in plastic, warranty. Retail
$599: Must sell $119. Can de;
liver. 921-6643.

HOME!
FURNITURE

rr

WORK

\~l)RK IT

PART-TlME

DISCOUNT COMPUTERSTORE
RJM Computers in Boise

-

W()RK IT

WORK IT

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Bronco prodder
5 Wound
reminder
9 Put to shame
14 Johnnycake
15 Plus
16 "Fame" singer
17 Curving courses
18 Certain military
officer
20 Ecdysiast's
act
22 Jacob's twin
23 Assign to a
feedlot
24 Fraction of a
joule
26 Part of a pelvis
27 Tyke
,28 Knack
29 Stalemate
31 Landed
33 Houston or
Rayburn
35 Faces the day
39 Drama
dialogue
41 Cut back
43 Haircare tool
44 French b,randy
46 AEC's ,. \';'
,
replacement
48 Mrs. Peel of
"The Avengers"
49 Tap problem
51 The Greatest
. 53 Ryan or Foster
54 Actress Novak
57 JFK notice
58 Nextel Cup org.
60 Operatic song
62 Ran like blood
65 Antagonistic
reactions
67 Incite anger
68 Tear open
69 Trifling
70 Ore deposit
71 Serengeti cats
72 Give gulf to
73 Ginger cookie
DOWN
1 Health resorts
2 Paper tote
3 DOing a
mail room job
4 Go back to
committee

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 - A person whom you respect
and admire has your own best interest at
heart. Trust this individual to help make
a good decision now.
.
Aquarius Oan. 20-Feb. 16)
Today is a 7 - Working overtime has its
rewards, as YOiJ'reabout to discover.
While others were goofing off, you've
been amassing a fortune.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - Accept any compliments
your friends want to lavish upon you.
Also accept their constructive criticism
and good-natured ribbing. Ignore any
nasty remarks.
(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc.
Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Infor.mation Services.

2007 Tribune Medin Services. Inc.
All rights reserved.

@

5 Preservers of a
sort
"
6 Of cuslomers
7 On the Aegean
8 Stirred up
9 Homer's dad
10 Marrow
container
11 Flooded
12 Biblical mount
13 Overly excited
19_firma.
21 After-sch. grp.
25 Characteristic
clothes
27 Body powder
30 Finish line
32 Watch over
34 Calendar abbr.
36 Concluding
remarks
37 Alice Ghostiey
on "Bewitched"
38 Uneven hairdo
40 Poet Teasdale
42 Springing
horses
45 Approximately

'I'

Solutions

..

V 51
5
S 3 VII
31:1
d
5 3 H 5 V 1
a 3 1. V 1 n 0 1:1 I,
111:1 V O~~~
1:1 1:1V
!) 3 VII.
I 1 V
d I I:!
"3001
V N
3 1 I 1:1

V VII VII13~
H 5 nil:! 8.
538111:1V

o.

I H"
v 5 3

•

VII I >I
0_

1:1 N
•
V NI8 0 0
d 0 1
S 3 N I 1
VIIVS.1.11V

_M0'-~j.Q
d
n

I 1
NO
I 1:1 N n
>I 0 V 8
V I 1:1V

1.!H

"J:!.JI.
3 5

V.

::l.

1. 0 1.

N 3 1. 1. V
V 3 1. d I 1:1 1. S

1.N'v'N31n3111S01:lV
31M08
OS1V
H S V 8 V
1:1 V 0

S

3NOd
1:1 n d S

47 Contract
56 Computer
provisions
classification
50 Spectrum makers 59 Reiner and Jung
52 Small pc. of land
61 Related (to)
54 Capilal of
_ 63 Ostrichlike bird
Afghanistan
64 Profound
55 Shiraz resident
66 CDs' ancestors

ACROSS
1 Frees from
5 Hawaiian dance
9 Rani's husband
14 Curved molding
15 NYC theatrical
award
16 Vibrant
17 Aida or Ladd
18 Leader
19 Clan's emblem
20 Winter spell
22 Present
23 Popular
nightclUb
24 Defend
27 Refrain
'29 Crude
30 City on the Ruhr
34 Cool o' groovy
35 French cleric
36 Once more

37 At that place
39 Govern
40 Windmill part
41 DeCay
-442 Give rise to
43 Newt
44 Game with lour
jokers
47 Come up for air
49 Einsteln's field
54 Pull sharply
55 Becon'le less
tense
56 Art'Sl PIcasso
58 Gloomy
59 Space lead-,n
60 Nearby
61 Shuttle org .
62 Small musicel
group
63 Govemment's
due
64 ,Visa altemative
.65 Brttish gun
DOWN
1 Insecticide
target
21cyubode
3 Worked at
blackjack .
4 Transmits
5 Associa1e
familiarly
6 N. Atlantic
sinkers'.
,
7 Spe&ch defect

6/8/01

Cl 2007 Tribune MedII GervIoes.Inc.
AJIIIgM.~.

8 DOE's rival
Solutions
9 Restrict
N 3 1. S
X 3 ViV
S 3 X V 1.
allotments
H 1.
01
V S V N
lOin the rigging
3 S 010
11 Strenuous
o H 3 V
H n 00
01
B V d
acrobatic dance d n N 3 SO o 1
)I N V A
12 Hail 10Horace
S 0 I S A H d
3 0 Y ~ H n S
13 Teilor's line
v 1. S V N V 0
J. ,j 3
21 Extend across
J. 3 El 3
N II /I
• 1. OH
22 Grumble
3 1 n H
H 3 H 1.
24 Twosome
3 N V
25 Television
3 8
I H
S S 3
distribution
MV
N I V 1. S 8 V
system
1. 0 3 1. o H d
1.0 d S 1. 0 H
28 Chirping sound
J. ,j 10
dVNS0100
28 Greek letter
1'i3 J. 0 J.
30 Gllllers' site
S S 0 81
N v 1 V
3 /I , 1 Y
3~ Confused
3 I 80
3 3 o~
circumstances
HV r v II
VlnH
SOIJ!
32 $hatlcr for a .
soldier on guard
. duty.,,·
. 44 TIppy vessels
52 Plene or Marie
33 Lamb's nlom
45 Husband or wife 53 Hug and kiss
35 Exist ' '
46 Chost
55 FIlCh, fertile soli
37 Racing oval
.48 Incorrect..
56 Cut of an agl,
38 Sharpen
50 DOes ushering
57 In tho ~
of '
42,Che~peake
51 Havingl'lowilllo
56 Racombinanl .
BIll! Hvdsol'l
move
"
, . IetteiS· '

1=
=iI

,~

Ma

7,2oo7FINALSRELIEF

Oh,OOtlT
.~~

.."This is probably what's been irritating your
stomach. At some point, you must have
swallqwed a miniature Simon Cowell."

a. wosS ...
~

- -'--

"Did you just shoot me with another rubber band?
Marcie, we must bring an end to this
secretarian violencel"

, ./.".'".~~
~CD

.., r

'

Q

,.
..

~

I

"'-

by Aaron Warner

Two Dudes

.SOM~t7AVS
1 WAK~
UPA~t7ASK MYS~U:,

"WHV NIl 1JlfR~ .

wa.t.~HUMM AA1UR~
,{{;AR~S10 GKO~

SUR~~~U11HA1
t70~SW1 ~'XP\.A\~
WHVI WOK~ UP

\~~.iii S~~K\~·KNOwt.Wi#
~OU1 ffSfl-F ANt7rrs
WOKt-1J. 1HA1~SWHY
VOU'R~H~R~\~ i'

t7UI7~?"

/

CO~

\~ -rn~~ATJfT(J6_

\

~

-,

"I guess you're gonna blame this
on your clone again."

A Colle e Girl Named Joe

.----------..
IV'O~/T K~OW.l JUST
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"Shesshl I gotta start groomin' myelf better.
I found THIS in my belly button."

SUDOKU

SUDOKU

By Michael Mepham
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OPEN ON SATURDAY FROM 1 DAM to 4PM
. OPEN DURING FINALS WEEK8AM-6PM

BY DANIEL
Culture

KEDISH
Editor

Globally
Hot
Reconstructive
Surgery
It seems everyone is doing it
these days, getting the good old nip
and tuck, From celebrities to your
Aunt Betty, people are getting cut
to pieces to look hot, and all I've got
to say is, it's about time.
Lets face it, there are a lot of uglies
out there and they need all the help
they can get. I mean, I would even
go as far as setting up a charity organization just to make sure I don't
have to throw up on my way to class
every time Isee Sally's huge sniffer
or Greg's Dumbo ears, or some skin
mutation that makes me believe
syphilis has migrated north.
If I was a freak of nature, let me
tell you, Iwould be under that knife
in a heartbeat, but what can I say,
the gods blessed me the moment
my parents decided to conceive.
However, for everyone else, make
an appointed ASAP. Now is the
time to get off that flab oflard and
get those goodies we've all hoped.
you would and have a life. There is
nothing worse than being fugly.

Bardenay
This intriguing establishment gets its name from the slang word sailors use in place of "cocktails." Its Web site points out that Bardenay is a fitting name for the bar and restaurant because its
main focus is on top-notch beverages and fine cocktails. This summer, Bardenay has expanded
improved its patio, perfect for summer nights. Although there will be no specific summer specials
at the restaurant, there will be "something different every Thursday through Saturday," according
to the management.
Bardenay management also mentioned that they will continue to celebrate First Thursdays and
"Alive After Five" Wednesdays. Bardenay will also be taking part in the Basque Wine Festival toward the end of the summer.

Satchel's Grill
Satchel's Grill offers some of the best entertainment in the Boise dining scene. With an entertainment schedule packed full of movies, live music and much more, this bar and grill should not
be missed out on this summer.
Satchel's Grill projects movies on the outside wall of the building. The management said that
this gives people a way to relax, have a beer and watch a movie. Some of the movies scheduled
in the upcoming weeks are "Ferris Bueller's Day Off," "Spiderrnan," "Raiders of the Lost Ark" and
"Wedding Crashers."
Artists included in the summer lineup oflive shows are Stella's Window, Rebecca Scott and The
Heard.

M~

Not

Angell's Bar atid Grill

Lying about sex tapes
Well it seems there are questions
raising lately about "The Hills" star
Lauren Conrad and a suspected
sex tape involving her ex-boyfriend Jason from "Laguna Beach."
When will the media give it a rest?
Everyone has a sex tape and if they
say they don't, they're lying. I mean
Ihave a few, even ifsome are solo
acts. We are in the age of technology and everyone it seems owns a
camcorder or a digital camera 'that
takes video clips. Plus, mix in the
ever-present sex drive and you've
got yourself one sizzling blockbuster. What people should be doing, is
cashing inon the web cam industry
with these videos. Talk about working from home.
Let's just face the facts, sex happens and so does leaking the scene
online for money, so why not embrace reality and make a buck or
two. Even Tanya Harding made
bank, when her video looked like a
taped liposuction procedure.

Angell's Bar and Grill offers a selection of fine seafood and an array of other mouthwatering
entrees.
The management also plans to arrange for live entertainment for the summer months.
The summer entertainment plan isn't yet complete.
.;
According to the managers, the lunch menu will be completely revamped in the next two to
three weeks.
The specials will regularly differ, depending on sea sonal seafood, which' is most plentiful in the
summer months.
With patio and indoor dining, Angell's Bar and Grill makes for excellent summer dining.
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The Reef
Although reservations are recommended for dining at The Reef, the hastle is well worth the experience. The restaurant, known for its "exotic food and drinks," has a full-fledged plan for entertainment during the summer.
.
Upcoming shows include SOL Jibe, J-minus, Eleveneyes and more.
Famous for its Tiki-style atmosphere, The Reef continues to book famous and local entertainment artists regularly. The outside bar, complete with a fire 'pit, is perfect for summer nights.

The smoothie joints

-,Locally
Hot
Gettimr ont of dodoe
Well it's the end of semester and
that means one thing (well, to me
and my fellow seniors): graduation!
So for all of you still stuck in the
books and class schedule, sucks to
be you. But for the rest of us, here
is to the next step, the traveling,
the crazy jobs before landing that
career an to the endless days to
come not filled with the pressure
to please some guy who calls himself an instructor. Congrats Class of
2007!!

Not

They're located all over Boise, they all offer ice-cold, fruity blended drinks and their names all
end in the word "juice." For a wide selection of smoothies to cool down after a day under the sun,
head to Iamba Juice, Iunga Juice or Keva Juice. Because it came along first, lamba Juice, located
across from Edwards Cinema on Overland, could be considered the best smoothie joint intown.Its
"Matcha Green Tca Blast" smoothie, a mix of green tea, soy milk, nonfat frozen yogurt and sorbet,
is enough to send anyone into creamy, green tea bliss .
r Iunga Juice and Keva Juice shouldn't
beignored. Iunga Juice makes giant pizza pretzels to go
with its smoothies and Keva Juice's "Strawberry Squeezer" smoothie (made of apple juice,guava
juice, bananas, nonfat frozen yogurt, raspberry sherbert and strawberries) resembles frultsalad
ina cup.
.
Junga Juice can be found just off Boise State University's campus on Broadway Avenue and in
BoDo downtown, and Keva JUice is located on Franklin Road.
.

Merritt's Country Cafe.

Early morning productivity
Now that finals are almost a past
memory it is tlme for the summer
routine to begin, which means
sleeping in until 2 p.m, and going
to bed at 6 a.m, According to Paris
Hilton's book, that isn't being lazy,
but the life of an heiress.
Iam demanding us all to learn to
not give a shit and learn to appreciate the small things, whether that
means your mom's ingrown hairs
on her brow line or your best friend
KennY's keg-stand farm ...
Go to bed and Wake up when you
. want, that's what life. is all about
andw4atlhopee~ch
of us gets)()
taste this summer, lUldlJlllybea
.' Coronas on a 1:Ieacb i~the8lllf.:
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Merritt's Country Cafe, a Boise icon, known for its 24-hour service, light-as-air scones the size of
a dinner plate and roaring jukebox blasting a ton of 1980s pop music also tops the list as one ofthe
best local summer restaurants:
Though its small, cramped space can cause irritation on busy weekend nights, Merritt's always
provldes fast, hospitable service and a me-nu with just about every type of good old American
cuisine on it. From omelets to hamburgers and milkshakes to grilled cheese sandwiches and (of
course) 20 varieties of scones, customers Won't leave Merritt's with an empty stomach.
.
Merrltt's is located on State Street. For those who live near BSU the drive there leans toward
lengthy, butthe trlpprovesto be well worth iF

COMPILED
BY
ARBITER STAFF
Many
activities
can
fill
the long, lazy summer days:
countryside
drives, vacations
to distant beaches and sun
soaks on the front porch with>
a book are justafew
ways to
relax and. enjoy, the hottest
season ofthe year.
One pastime remains popular
no matter what season it is: going
out to eat.
Hitting up the hlp restaurants '.
in Boise with a fewfriends and>
rubbing elbows with the week:::
end crowds always.fills nights::
with unexpectedsutprisesand,"
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BY DALE EISINGER
Culture Writer

Nothlng says "summer" like a
road trip. The open spirit oCtheroad
embodies all that summer has to offer. The sense of nomadic freedom,
the sun in your face and the wind
in your hair as you blast through
.mountaln passes, glide over open
• plains and fly along shimmering
coastlines.
But it seems bizarre to drive
around the countryjusUn the name
ofsummer-a destination should be
• kept in mind to really instill the trip
with a sense of purpose. And what
better purpose does summer serve
than rock 'n roIl? Freewheeling,
, party attitudes are central to many
people's summer ideals. So all over
the country this summer there are
numerous huge festivals celebrating the unifying power ofrock and if
you make the trek, you can see some
of the biggest names in music.
You may as well get your bearings and start close to home at the
Sasquatch! Music Festival located
in George, Wash. George is home to
the legendary Gorge Ampithetre, a
sprawling outdoor venue nestled on
the banks of the Columbia River. It
is here that Sasquatch! has always
proven to be a rollicking funfest, despite natural opposition such as the
hailstorm that soaked everyone in
2006. This year's headliners include
Bjork,The Beastie Boys,The Arcade
Fire, Interpol and Spoon.
As the Northwest's answer to the
festival, Sasquatch! does a pretty good job at bringing in the big
names with a decent ticket price;
$120 for a two-day pass, which is
pretty reasonable considering the
scope of the artists. But camping
and parking are a charge conveniently left off the entry fee-so it
goes. Sasquatch takes place May
26th to 27th.
You will have time take a little
break and save gas money before
you pack your bags and head to

Chicago for the Pitchfork festival.
Pitchfork- will offer some of the
strangest, avant-garde-iest acts
of the year, including Yoko Ono
(yes, that Yoko Ono), Menomena,
Deerhunter, Grizzly Bear and Girl
Talk. Chicago's Union Park will
see the likes of more accessible artists as well, counting Sonic Youth,
GZA, Iron and Wine, The New
Pornographers and De La Soul
among their ranks.
The problem here is lodging: you
can tryout a hostel, or go a more
reliable route and check into a hotel and with Pitchfork's scant $50
ticket, you shouldn't have a problem
coughing up the extra hotel cash for'
three day span of the festival, July
13th to15th
'
Now here you will have to make a
choice: see the last day of Pitchfork,
or bail early and speed south to
Manchester, Tennessee for the first
day of Bonnaroo. With the huge
cost of tickets-as much as $215you should choose the latter just to
get your money's worth. But with a
lineup as legendary as it is massive,
Bonnaroo should be worth every
penny: The White Stripes, Wileo,
The Flaming Lips, Franz Ferdinand,
the Decemberists, Wolfmother, Ben
Harper, Tool, The Police and countless others will take the Bonnaroo
stage July 14th to 17th.
You probably will make some
friends in Chicago when you are
there for the Pitchfork fest, so call
them up and find a room to wait out
the end of July; Lollapalooza is two
'weeks away, August 3rd to 5th. You
will most likely have to get a job to
pay for the $195ticket fee, as by now
you'll be running low on cash and a
sense ofresponsibility. Lollapalooza
is downtown ~t Grant Park, walking
distance from Lake Michigan and
the Sears Tower; so if you somehow fail to get in to see Pearl Jam,
Muse, Iggy and the Stooges, Modest
Mouse, Interpol and the life-affirming Daft Punk show, there will be
plenty of sight-seeing to do.

Finding summer music
BY MAT LA RUE
Culture Writer

You've got
to head home
some time, but
why break your
streak?
Heading
back west, you'll
have just enough
time to make it to San
Bernadino 'for Rock
the Bells. This will be
the hip-hop festival to
end all hip-hop festivals, with Rage Against
the Machine co-headlining with Wu Tang Clan.
Beyond these legends,
you'll see Cypress Hill, The
Roots, Nas, Mos -Def,Talib
Kweli, Hieroglyphics and
Public Enemy. The beat will
drop August 11. And as you
head back north, why not
catch the fest again in San
Francisco August 18?Bythis
time, what have you really
got to lose?
By the time you make it
back to Boise, you'll be sunburned, boozed-out, stinking
ofvarious smokes and rocked
to the core. You'll have a
week to rest up before classes
begin again on August 27, so
hit the road!

Throughout a colorfully dim venue, dance hall, bar, arena or stadium
with rodche effects hinting at the
music's presence you will find
fans,concertgoers and music
lovers alike. Attendees will
most likely be dressed in
their appropriate outfits of vintage, punk,
band shirts and
hippie
regalia
with assorted
accessories
from jewelry
to patches
and from
neckties
to studd e d
co lIars.

They can be found cramming into but you listen to ritually may show
their seats, pushing through the up unexpectedly in the most uncrowd or waiting impatiently at the likely of places.
Other bands have made their
bar to get one last drink before the
way through Boise without havshow begins. There is .awobservable roar ofthe crowd and rush of ing a scheduled appearance, such
as Minus the Bear, These Arms are
adrenaline when .the band steps
Snakes and The Mars Volta.
onto stage to begin its first set.
Tocheck out a band that is getting
After students finish their finals
popular but not pushing the envesummer arrives and with it more
lope for stardom, I recommend two
free time to allocate toward pursuits
strategies: One I've already menof their passions. One of these pastioned - set aside some time and
sions is' music, the persuit of which
take a short vacation. Indulge.
invovles attending, shows.
Two, check out what bands
If you listen to death metal, or
only enjoy punk rock poetry or per- the band you're looking at plays
haps think that anything that isn't with. It may be opening for a more
classical is merely noise this ac- mainstream group. The Mars
count on music may not satisfy you. Volta opened for the Red Hot Chili'
Peppers when they came to the Taco
However, if you enjoy independent,
alternative and progressive rock Bell Arena.
Opening bands are often left to
you've found the right commentary.
Either way I encourage you to be announced and can change
seek out new bands and listen to throughout tours.
There are also a number of music
new types of music, as well as enfestivals and larger-scaled perforhance your overall degree of musimances this summer that you may
cal literacy.
want to allocate some time for.
This summer the independent
Aqueduct and Minus the Bear
rock scene is hardly setting foot in
will be performing in Seattle for
Boise.
To find yourself at a more con- part of the Sasquatch Music Festival
temporary progressive band's per- and the Dave Matthews Band will
formance may require a trip to Salt be playing at the Gorge August 31
through September 2.
Lake, Washington or California.
If you insistently desire to attend
This is not to say that good music
will not be played in Boise, but it's a show of a more mainstream band
something that must be scouted out they are easier to find.
Will someone pass The Big Easy
through trial and error, and don't
please? Youcan also sign up for the
judge a band by its title.
mailing lists for both bands and
Built To Spill, an acclaimed post'
modern indie rock band that formed venues that will keep you informed
in Boise, hasn't scheduled a tour ' on when and where performances
will be and what groups will be perdate in Idaho but this doesn't mean
forming.
.
it, or any other unscheduled band,
Seek out performances by bands
won't be performing here.
of all genres of music and attend
Finding good music is something
you need to stay on your toes for; a shows by bands you've never heard
ofat venues you've never been to. You
group that you love or a group that
...,none of your friends' have heard of only live once."

Did you hear?
You don't have to be a
member to shop at the
Boise Co-opl

gVideo Producers

nPodcast Producer
nOnline

Interns

_Assistant Multimedia
Producer
'
Apply at Jobs@arbiteronline.com
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Talkwith your hands at silent lunch
BY STEVE AHLBORN
,Culture Writer

.',

Many people are not aware of
the presence of the deaf community. Every Friday from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. there is a silent lunch
hosted by the Hand Talk Club, a
Student Organization of Boise State
University, which is not exclusive to
any particular group of people.
The group meets to raise awareness of the deaf community in the
Treasure Valley.
At times, society tries to delineate
groups of people by categorizing
them. In reference to the deaf community, those categories have been
set as people of hearing, people with
hearing impairments and people
who are deaf.
According to the book, "For
Hearing People Only," by Matthew
Moore and Linda Levitan, there are
those who are culturally deaf ("big
D") and those who are deaf ("little
d").
Those who are deaf ("big D") have
learned to embrace their deafness
and use American Sign Language
(ASL).Being deaf("big D") is an attitude, unlike the medical condition
("little d").
The silent lunch, held by the
Hand Talk Club, is an important aspect of communication for the-deaf
community because sometimes it
is the only exposure the deaf have
each week to converse with others
that really understand the culture
of being deaf.
The, student organization Hand
Talk started approximately three
years ago but did not last long due
to social limitations of being a part
of events such as the silent lunch.
Visitors were classified and divided into strongly-defined
groups
of the hearing, hearing impaired
and the deaf.
President of the Hand Talk Club

Sherry Matthews united the group
by re-organizing it to ensure that everyone gets included in the events.
Division no longer exists among the
participants.
Recently, Boise State University
took strides to bring together the
culture of the deaf and the world of
people who have the ability to hear.
In one ot the hallways of the
Student Union Building is a video monitor that sits on a small
table in an alcove across from
the front office of the Student
Activities Department.
On the side of the video monitor

is thename "Sorenson," which refers to Sorenson Communications.
This communications
company
uses technology to allow people of
the deaf Community the opportunity to contact others they would
normally not be able to hear over
the telephone.
~
This video technology is free to
users. It offers a way for a deaf person to communicate through an interpreter to the world at large.
For more information on the silent lunch and the Hand Talk Club,
please visit www.idahodeaf.org/
handtalk/.

Interview now; start after finals'

Boise 208-3,44-3700
CDA, ID 208·667·8071

Walla Walla 509·525.9190
Salt.lake City 801·747·5210
Logan 435·752·5780
Billings406·252-2880

Provo 801·426·5315
LaGrande 541·962-0462
Pocatello 208·478-2995
Ogden 801·525-9789
Spokane 509·892·1723
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For national locations:

www.workforstudents.com
.,

Dear Fornication Forum,
There has been a lot oftalk lately about the use oflubricants for sex. I see all these
commercials and it makes me interested. What should I know about lubricants and is
there any I should stay away from?
Sincerely,
Concerned K.Y.

Dear Concerned K.Y.
Lubricants were originally designed for medical procedures but
are now used during intercourse
to increase sexual stimulation and
pleasure. During Intercourse vaginal dryness can occur, create friction, which can be painful to both
sexes. Lubrication helps to reduce
friction during intercourse and aids
in reducing.vaginal dryness and associated pain. The most popularly
used lubricant is KY Jelly, however
there are many types of lubricants
available for use. Some. lubricants
are water-soluble and can be used
with latex condoms, while others
cannot be used with latex or condoms composed of other material.
Most lubricants are safe and water
soluble so they dissolve or wash off
. easily. Lubricants are sold as lotions, water - based, silicone- based,
oil- based and specialty forms.
Water- based'lubricantS contain
cellulose and glycerine. Glycerine

(a main ingredient in borne soaps)
dries out quickly, For this reason
the water- based lubricant will
need to be re-applied or have water
added to re-activate ,its lubricating
abilities.
Silicone-based'
lubricants
can
wear away at latex or silicone-made
condoms, causing them to break.
Silicone lubricants retain water and
for this reason will hold moisture
and remain lubricated longer than
water-based lubricants that dry out
quickly.
Oil-based lubricants dissolve latex and should, not be used with
latex condoms. Specialty lubricants, such as warming lubricants,
bring heat and facilitate blood flow
to sexual organs, which increases
pleasure during intercourse.
Most lubricants do not contain
spermicide, KY jelly does not, but
there area select few that do contain spermaclde. Ask your doctor or
pharmacist to recommend a brand
with spermacide.

If you are using lubricants to increase sexual pleasure or combat
vaginal dryness, do not use "food
stuff" or household products like
cooking oil, vegetable oil or massage oils.
These products are not intended
for sexual use and may cause infections. Oral sex is not recommended when using lubricants because
swallowing the lubricant can be
harmful.
If you are going to use Iubrlcants
during intercourse either to increase sexual pleasure or because
of vaginal dryness, speak with
your doctor first about your sexual
health, especially if the use oflubrication is related to vaginal dryness.
Your doctor can safely advise about
the use oflubricants or recommend
alternative methods to combat vaginal dryness.
Remember to ask questions, become educated, stay informed and
make smart decisions regarding
your sexual health.
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~Toast
Roast
Dr. Dan, we
love you, but the
Random Comment
Couch is getting
ridiculous.
Love is like a
pendulum. For
Drew and Hadley,
it fell into the pit.
Drew, you make
everybody think
you're a bad-ass,
but we all know
you're just a big
softie. It's hard
being the bad
cop when you're
always trying to

pick up on the
chicks you pull
over. In reality,
we're all jealous
as hell because
next fall, when
we're in.classes,
you're going to be
sitting on a beach
on Oregon, waxing
apathetic.
Heather, we toast
you, but know you
won't get roasted,
you're too damn
cool for that.
Daniel, when we
look at you, you

scream culture.
The work you did
was phenomenal,
but remember to
shat before you run
a triathlon, those
turtle heads are
hell.
We toast and
roast Jonathan
Sawmiller and
Brandon Stoker
for raising hell,
believing in
heaven and giving
the opinion page
a raised middle
finger and a steely
spine.
Jess, we give
you mad dap for
making the most
bloopers on the
highlight reel,
being newsish and
wearing sweet pink
shirts, walking in
heels better than
most of us ever
could and trying to
copy edit our roast
to make sure no

Karen Wadley
Kate Neal
Whitney Johnson
Lindsey Rhodes
Mindy Tennison
Shannon Ryals
Marla Kauffman
Christine Meyers·ZaCharlas
Kasey Hobley

The Department

of Philosophy
congratulates:
MajOI:S; ...
~Daniel [Buddy] F.
Allgeyer II
_Shane

S. Girard

Minors ....
1IlrNicG. Ball
_

Micaela R. Fisher

.. Jessica R. Henderson

.. Usa

L. McKinley

_ Tyrell J. Simkins

UNIVERSITY
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one thinks less of
you.
To all those guys
on the patio
in Phoenix,
before the first
"Arbiter Sports
Roundtable" yeah,
we know what you
were talking about
... T.O.G.
Kye Johnson,
we toast you for
coming out of left
field as a freshman
and following
sports like a dog
in heat. We roast
your ass because
your mom leaves
you the cutest little
comments on all
your cute little
stories. It's nice to.
have fans.
Leona, we toast
you for your super
sweet dance moves
in St. Louis.
Dustin Davis,
we roast you for
bailing on us
before graduation
and for being in
the room when we
were writing this.
Chandra, we roast
you for hanging
out in the editor's
office behind the door without
anyone noticing.
Alice, it sucks

The Department of Nursing at Boise
State recognizes our graduates for
their success and accomplishments!
208.426.4143
http://nursing.boisestate.edu
nursing@boisestate.edu
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you aren't here
anymore, but we
were all blessed to
have you around
this year. We toast
you for the shots
you took across
town.
Johanna, we'd
roast you, but the
Mexican sun will
take care of it for
us.
Hilary, what can
we say? You
have always
been our favorite
secretary ... sick
burn!
The Arbiter, we'd
like to roast you
some day, but
apparently some
bulldozers will do
that next summer.
Marcus Hackler,
you bastard! Like
some prepubescent
virgin, you made
all those promises
you didn't keep.
How dare you
choose God over
us? Nonetheless,
you will always
have a place in our
hearts.
We'd like to roast
The Circle, but
it is impervious
to harm. F.Y.!.
to Arbiter staff
members, The
Circle is now
taking applications
for two openings.
A.J. McGillis,
we toast you for
having the stamina

to beat
the hell
out of
yourself,
but roast
you for
costing us
thousands
of dollars
and long, cold
nights holding
candles.
We toast the
BSU football
.team for going
to and winning
the Fiesta Bowl,
so that we could
have an excuse to
chill in Phoenix
for a week,
soaking· December
sun and sipping
t
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. May12 we burst into the rearworld
Tender but hardened
"
"Rawandready
,
To take o)lthe endeavors to newly invade our ideas'
,Ofwhatfs andean be
"
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StartsWitha!ook
Ends With one tob

War

1'akess,o little effort to spark
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These days
are like gymnastics
'fumbling for scores
we don't deserve
Stretching to breaking points
Tearing
the musculature of our spines
Teaching us humility
Demanding
attention and dedication
Adhering to the team concept
Developing a dominion of dreams
Crushed
by the moments when we fail
Delivered by second chances
Cast upon our greatest stages
Dealing the crowd
encouraging blows
Launching from pressure's edge
Smi1lng through tragic moments
Living for tiny successes
And others that are huge
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Men's Tennis

"
"..
•

May 11
NCAA Tournament
Texas A&M - Corpus Christi
. 12p.m.
Austin, Tex .

""
""...
".

May 17-28
NCAA Championship
TBA
Athens, Ga.
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Women's Tennis

t

t

May 11
NCAA Tournament
University of Indiana
9a.m.
Evanston, Ill.

t
t

,,
,,
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t

May 18-28
NCAA Championship
TBA
Athens, Ga.
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BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports

Boise State produced four Western Athletic Conference
Champions during the current academic year. With the
outdoor track season wrapping up next weekend the total
count could easily raise to six when allis said and done. A
Fiesta Bowl Champion football team Is icing on the cake.
That Is, until the WAC announced the Broncos have taken
a stronghold in a new area - the classroom.
On May 1, the WAC released the results from its
multl~yeai. study,' the' AcademlcPerfonriance
Ratings,
which' 'c6Mplled ".kadellik scores for every partlclpat"
ing member in the conference. The scores are a product
of ellgibility and retention for each scholarship athlete
on a given team.
Each team at the university was assessed and three BSU
teams prevailed as the best In the WAC. The football team
and both the men's and women's basketball teams scored
higher than any other team in the WAC for the three-year
span that the scores were ta11led. The men's tennis team
finished tied for first place.
"This is a very impressive rating," BSU President Robert
Kustra said. "The APR system is relatively new and now
that we have a three-year database It's really Important
and Impressive to see the Increase in the APR rate each
year during these first three years."
The Impressive academic accolades didn't stop with the
APR. The 2005-06 overall grade-point-average for all BSU
student-athletes was recorded at an all-time high of 2.94.
There were also no Bronco teams that wl1l face any sort of
academic penalties, which means no scholarships will be
taken away. '
"In recruiting, again, I think when [coaches] recruit
I think they are careful to recruit not only the best athletes, but athletes who have proven themselves to be
good students," Kustra said. "I've heard coaches say that
they veered away from students who they thought really
weren't able to make the academic commitment you have
to make at Boise State." .
. But the success can't just come from recruiting good
students.There has to be something in place to ensure the
education continues once on campus.
Enter the academic support program.
"We have a great academic support program here in

Track and Field

t

May9
WAC Championships
TBA
Fresno, Calif.

;
"

l

May 25

_ N..CAA Regional

__

Champion~~~
Eugene, Ore.

. June 6
NCAA Championships
TBA

f

II

Sacramento,

I.

-Calif.

[SIDE
LINES]
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Men's golf finishes third

I
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The Boise State University
men's golf team set a schoolrecord for low three-round score
at a conference
championship
Wednesday
by registering
an
866 (+2) to finish in third place
at the 2007 Western Athletic
Conference
Championships
hosted at the Hidden Valley Country
Club. The 866 (+2) recorded at the
2007 WAC Championships topped
the 869 (+17) the team posted at
the 2004 WAC Championships by
three strokes overall and by 15
strokes in relation to par.
Boise State was leading th
field after two-and-a-half round
of play, but harsh conditions an
high winds caused. the team's
score to rise and the Broncos slipped
into third place.
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Shields and DUaj .
qualify for
championships

.
~

Editor

See Academics [page B-l0]

Patton defines college tennis

E

Luke Shields and Piotr Dilaj of
.. the Boise State University men's
~. tennis team, have' been selected
~ to compete in the 2007. NCAA
Division
I
Men's.
Tennis
ChamPionshiP. May 2.3-28i_nAthenS,
Ga. Shields will be participating
'. In both the singles' and doubles' .
competitions
after earning .. t.he
. ; •'automatic qualifier bids. in •the

I
r:

BY TAT E CAS T LET 0 N

.go running and talk about theteam.

said. "Coach takes his wallet out and
He does whatever he can all the time
throws iton the ground and Itbreaks
to help us win and be successful."
and pennies went flying allover the
If you spend any time with Greg
Walk Into Patton's office and you'll
court. I saw his intensity there and I
Patton, you'd better be ready to talk
find there isn't much room left on his
knew then I better step up my Intensome tennis.
wallforanymoreplcturesorplaques.
. sltyto his level."
.
The Boise State men's tennis genIt's-easy to understand why that's
That Intensity has been a part of
eralls all about a sport that has been
the case. Patton has been named
Patton's coaching philosophy from
ap8rtofhi~1lfesincehecouldwalk.
Conference Coach of the Year nine
the very beginning.
, "Greg lives tennis 24/7," Assistant
times in the past 11 seasons and in
"In order to be successful in this
Head Coach Morgan Sheppard said.
1997 was named National Coach of business you've got to be passlon"He is extremely passionate about
the Year afterleadlngthe Broncos to '. ate," Patton said. "1 wake. up every
,what be does here and that rubs off a Nq. 2 national ranking.
.
morning
have to pinch myself. I
lmriiediatelyontheplayersheworks
. "He's the best motivator in the
reallyamluckytodowhatIdo,"
.
With.~, ..';
'.'
,
country," Shields said. "He knoWS \ Pattoilmayconsiderhimselflucky
Ask j~nior Luke Shields what' it's what he needs to do to get us go~~,
tob~ coachlngbutit'snot
by chance
'liketohangoutwithPattonandbe'lllt's
no surprise then, that Pattf)l1thatbist~~~()nsist~ntlymn
•.... '
~'.-ten ytlU it's.Mrd to keeVup;u;, ~~7';;.,.- .is.a master-moti-vator. Luke'SYQWlg--=c,.,.~"!t.s~g~~ru~~
~.g.tp~~~L.... '1l~fl1:1fgolfClut1Oplltethe
Weeks with him
er brother and teammate, Clancy, .'. c.offeeadayWlienmrell)ityh~reany
.,diStani:e,mnners;~!':t:llY,JIlever
.suuuner"and
all. he' did was ·'talk:; knows that perhaps better than 8llY· .'. dOl!Sn'teventlrinkcoffee," Sheppard. ' 'gotthatcalt
Buton'~lwpslde;it
\ liliOufthe team all the time," Shields', one. .
. . . .• '. . '. .' . '.
Sitid."He is ~sitive arid upbeat all
will give me something to
·Scii~. ~e'd be, up iltl¢dnlghd~'
..~ar1ler
this fall. I\VliSplaying ~_.•'the time. The; ollly timel~recall
.for next$eason~\
.
Irig aboutthe team. Andtheri we~d ....'.matchandl~losing
and ldidnt
,h.~
up at5:3()ln themoi1iii)gai1d .,••qtovemy ,feet t()one ,~,"Shi~ldsc
Sports

Writer
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than just time has passed
n the eight months I've been in
business here at The Arbiter. The
Fiesta Bowl came and went quick- .
er than I could order free drinks
at the media resort's hospitality
bar. One of the greatest football
games in the history of the world
was played in Phoenix January I,
and my most vivid memory Is of
the free Third Eye Blind concert
on New Year's Eve.
Basketball season had the
pleasure of following the football
team's act. Out of nowhere the
women stole center stage and everyone was getting NCAA women's tournament fever. The fever
turned out to be a 24-hour bug,
but it gave me great hope for bigger and better things next season.
I was so fired up about women's
basketball I was checking into
how much eligibility I had left,
even If it's just to lend a hand on
the practice squad.
And how about Patton's army?
That Is men's tennis coach Greg
Patton and his minions. Patton
has dominated mankind since
he was changing Pete Sampras'
diaper. His passion is borderline
scary, but somehow he can stl11get
you fired up about anything.
Just like any other team, every
season concludes with a final ban: quet to hand out awards and give
one final pat on the ass. I couldn't
afford a ballroom in the Student
Union Building so here it Is, The
Arbiter year-end sports awards.
Most Valuable Player - How
do you pick between Coach Pete,
Coach Presnell and General
Patton? I guess you have to look at
the whole package. And because
Patton made bald sexy again, he's
got to be our guy. Patton dominated with outlandish quotes and
he's right - bald Is beautiful.
. Hardest worker - You knew it
wouldn't be a BSU awards ceremony without Coach Pete getting
some dap for a job well done. It's
not for going undefeated or winning a BCS game, however. It's for
how hard he worked at being the
most genuine, personable, real
human being in college football.
He's the kind of guy you would
let date 'your sister. And It's not
just because he's tight with, Ian
Johnson.
Most Improved - The natural choice would be the women's
basketball team because they
jumped from obscurity to Western
Athletic Conference darlings In a
single bound. But I like the women's swimming and diving team.
Now you may be wondering how a
team in Its inaugural season could
be most improved, but it's simple.
Every meet was a record for them.
With that kind of improvement
who Is going to argue with me?
Biggest
surprise
Jared
Zabransky. He almost blew the
Fiesta Bowl and then saved the
day, our dreams and the savings
accoimt you bet on the game.
Then he is hired to be the cover
boy for College Football '07 then
proceeds to not get drafted. Life as
a potato farmer would be simpler,
butI'm sure It doesn't pay quite as
much as his gig with the Texans
could.
Biggest
dlsappointnlent
- Myself? I' reported the news,
made jokes at everyone's expense
.
and failed to record a single stat
in any game this season.l hoped
Coach Steve'· Lucas. would throw
mea bone with the women's soccer team ormaybe track coach
.
.~'Mayn:;Ud would let me ride
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Hall packs for Green Bay
field as Brett Favre, that's just sweet.
But I've heard great things about
the program and I can't wait to
get over there."
Playing in the NFL is a dream
Not only was Hall excited, he was
for' most young football players.
a little bit surprised when his name
For a very familiar, former Boise
was called In round six.
State linebacker, that dream is
"Ifigured I'd be late rounds," Hall
coming true.
said. "Probably a seventh round or
Korey Hall finished his career as
a free agent so it was a little bit
the No.4 all-time leading tackler
earlier than I thought. It was a
in school history. He also finlittle surprising, but I was
ished as the second alldefinitely excited."
time leading tackler in
Hall will now get to re-unite
the Western Athletic
with ex-Boise State teamConference.
But it
mate Darren Colledge who is
wasn't until when the
currently on the offensive line
Green Bay Packers
forthe
Packers.
selected Hall with the
"He called me right after
No.· 191 overall pick
and congratulated me," Hall
in this year's NFL Draft
said about Colledge. "You
that his dream became
know, he was just kind
a reality.
of. talking about the
"It was definitely excittown and saying how
ing," Hall said. "1 wasn't
during
football
really expecting to get that
season there isn't
call that early. But all my famreally anywhere
ily and friends were all fired up
else you would
and hopefully l'll be able to go help
want to be. So
the team out anyway 1can."
I'm
definitely
The Glenns Ferry native came to
fired up to get over
'"
BSUin 2002 and red shirted his first
there and see the city
I ~
season with the Broncos.
and everything."
In 2003, Hall wasted no time
Despite being one year
getting right to work as he finished
m
removed as teammates at
his freshman year as the team's try.
Boise State, Hall and Colledge
~
third-leading tackler with 92 "T h e
;;l
could share more in comtackles, 7.5 tackles for loss and Sporting
mon in their second stint as
\<.New
s "
2.5 sacks. Hall' was named
,1\
." , "•
playing-mates.
There has
,
,~tI
an
honorable
mention
All- ranked Hall as
been a lot of. early speculaone
of
the
10best
inWAC performer in his first
tion the Packers will conside linebackers in the
season at Boise State.
vert Hall to a fullback, which
country.
It only got better for Hall from
would place Hall and Colledge on
However, despite the media's
there. In both his sophomore and
the same side of the football
junior seasons he was named to vote of confidence, many NFL
for the first time.
the First Team All-WAC list af- teams were scared away by his
"It's nice knowing a guy over
ter making 85 tackles, 8.5 tackles potential lack of size. Standing
there that you've played with
at
just
over
six
feet
tall
and
for loss, two sacks and three
hovering around 230 pounds, Hall before," Hall said. "I think there
interceptions in his sophomore
are a lot of guys over there like him
year and recording 106 tack- lacks the ideal size that most NFL
who are just good guys, and I'm
les, five tackles for loss, 1.5 sacks teams would like to see from an in- just excited to get over there and
side
linebacker.
and two interceptions in his
None the less, Green Bay meet them."
junior season,
The kid from little Glenn's Ferry
couldn't
pass on a guy with
Hall's senior season would be
High School forever left his mark on
Hall's
credentials
midthe year that ultimately capped
the BSUfootball program.
off his tremendous career as a way through the sixth round,
Now Hall is trying to play out the
officially
making
him
a
part
of
one
Bronco. "The Sporting News"
same
story all over again. The guy
named Hall a Second Team All- of the most storied franchises in from little Boise State will try to
thehistory
of
football.
American. He was awarded the
"I think they have a great make an impact at the next level, .
WAC Defensive Player of the Year
program
there," Hall said. "And only this time it's on the biggest
award as well as his third consecustagl;ofthemall"
just.tc,
,be,able.
to get on the same
tive first team All-WAC nomina-

BY,.I<YE JOHNSON
Assistant

Sports Editor

tion. Hall finished his senior season with 105tackles, 6.5 tackles for
loss, 3.5 sacks and a team-high six
interceptions. His six interceptions
was
the highest mark for any
linebacker in
the entire
coun-
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BY ADAM ADER
Sports Writer
The Boise State track and field
teams have spanned the Northwest
this spring in preparation for a
run at both the men and women's
outdoor
track
championships
May 9,. in Fresno, Calif. BSU will
be bringing a team that has approximately 18 people that have
qualified for the NCAA Regional
.Championships.
~..
Regional Championships will
be held on May 25. The Broncos
also have seven WAC Athletes of
the Week winners, Including Eleni
Kafourou, Simon Wardhaugh,
Zacharias Amos, Annika Hjelm,
jarred Stevens, Scott Viafore and
last week's winner Erik Whitsitt.
Whitsitt threw 10 61-9 in the
shot put, his personal record and
the best throw in the WAC this
season. Whitsitt
is currently ranked eighth in the nation.
He also became the secondbest all time shut putter in Boise
State history.
A number
of Boise State
'
athletes are ranked In the top 10·
.. L~ •........
in the Nation. This leads Head
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTER/THE
ARBITER
Coach Mike Maynard to believe
Boise State men's and women's track finishes
that a number of BSU athletes
WAC
competition May 11, in Fresno, Calif.
have a chance at making it past the
Reglonals and into the National
Maynard
has
also
Championships. He is also very to go our way. I'd like to see us at
started :
intensifying
least
move
up
a
spot
or
so
!fthings
confident ln : their chances of
practice as well. He said he
go right we could win."
winning the WACtournament.
wants to make sure the Broncos
At
the
end
of
April
only
two
ath"We're hoping 10 go back and on
arc set to make a run all the
letes competed in the Cardinal
the men's side try to knock down
way
into June.
Qualifier.
But
that
was
enough
to
another championship," Maynard
"[Practice is] actually quite
make a splash. Forest Braden had
said. "Utah State and Fresno State
intense," First-Team All-WAC and
have strong teams, but we think we the second-best time in school
third place indoor triple jumper
history in the 10,000 meter for the
have a good shot at winning that."
Lawrence Wendell said. "We're
men
and
Becky
Guyette
also
had
The story. is very similar for the
looking at the schools and we think
the second-best time in school
Bronco women.
we can take [WAC]again. We want
history for the women.
"On the women's side, Louisiana
to be 100 percent sure. We're makLast
weekend
Maynard
Tech is probably the top women's
sent
a
small
group
of ing sure everybody is 100 percent
team," Maynard said. "But our
and that we're in the best shape
athletes to Eugene, Ore., to compete
ladies have been just having an
we can be. The last couple weeks
excellent outdoor season. We're in the Oregon 1\vilight. Maynard
we changed our entire [practice]
said he wants to try and get some
hopeful that we can go there and
schedule. The lifting we changed
more qualifiers for Regionals and
maybe knock down some surprisso we won't lift as long, but we'll
get
some
people
ready
to
go
before
es and come out with a vlctory.:
run afterward."
the WACChampionship.
Some things are going to have
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" Greg lives
tennis 24/7.
He is extremely
passionate about
what he does here'
and that rubs off
immediately on

the players he , ,
works with.
- Morgan Sheppard,
Boise State tennis
assistant head coach
him being even slightly down was
if you catch him very late at night.
Then you just might see it, but otherwise he's running full speed ahead."
Patton provides his players with
unique opportunities
that can be
hard to find.
"When he recruited me he promised me two things ifI came to Boise
State," Clancy Shields said. "He
promised me that I would have the
time of my life, and he also promised
me I would come and instantly be a
. part of a family. I can honestly say
both of those promises were kept."
Like few coaches around the
country can do, Patton showcases
a unique winning pedigree at Boise
State. He has coached some of the
best talent in the country, including Pete Sampras, jim Courier and
Michael Chang. He coached the
junior national team from 1964-87
helping many of his pupils obtain
top five world rankings.
Prior to his arrival at BSU, Patton
coached at UC Irvine from 1979-92.
During that span the Anteaters won
nine Big West Championships (1981,
1963-85, 1967-90, 1992) and finished
in the top 25 on numerous occasions, something they have faBed to
do consistently since Patton's departure. Patton is a member of both the
UC Irvine Athletic Hall of Fame and
the BSU Athletic Hall of Fame and
boasts a 252-76 record at BStJ.
"He creates a family wherever he

goes: Sheppard said. "He brings his
guys together in a brotherhood and
that's something that isn't easy to
create. He has a special way of doing
it every year."
Just last month Patton earned his
600th career win and led the Broncos
to their third consecutive Western
Athletic Conference Championship
with a 4-0 sweep of Fresno State.
The title was Boise State's fourth in
the last five seasons. The Broncos
also earned an automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament.
"We kind of feel like we're in the
line to go to a big movie you've been
waiting to see for a long time," Patton
said. "Our bracket is sweet and we're
really happy about our placement in

4

:s.:.......
'-

Austin."
The Broncos will meet Texas A&M
University - Corpus Christi (14-5) in
the opening round of the tournament. The Islanders are ranked No.
4 I in the country.
"This is a team flying under the
radar," Patton said. "All we'll think
about this week is staying focused
on this team. We will not overlook
them."
Perhaps
the most intriguing
match-up with the Islanders will
come at the No.1 singles slot. WAC
Player of the Year and potential AIIAmerican Luke Shields will face off
against Audrey Kumantsov, who
finished the regular season with a
23-4 record.
"This kid is good," Patton said.
"He's played well against the best
players in the country and he'll be .
ready for Luke."
Shields looks forward to the challenge and a chance to advance in the
tournament.
"This is what you practice hard all
year for," Shields said. "He's a good
player and we match up well together. It should be fun to watch."
The Broncos' bracket is bursting
with possibilities, With a win against
the Islanders the Broncos could find
themselves in a much-anticipated
rematch with No. 11 University of
Texas. Boise State will bring greatly
improved doubles teams to Austin
and will be poised to play outdoors.
"We don't want to look ahead,
but it would be sweet," Patton said.
"Our guys are ready and I think
we'll surprise some people."
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"

show such good re suits. What is imthe athletic program," Kustra said.
portant to Kustra, however, is that it
"It's funded well. It's staffed well provides a system to follow for the
with Gabe Rosenthal serving as the
rest ofthe university.
. head of it. It's just a really good aca"We're in the process of doing
demic program. Student athletes,
that," Kustra said. "We're improv. given their incredible
schedules,
ing the orientation program. We're
really need an organized approach
improving the first year experience.
to their studies and the Academic
We've initiated an early warning
Support Program provides that."
system for our regular students.
The Scademic Support Program
So when something goes wrong we
offers tutoring
and study hall
catch their problem early enough.
schedules
to help keep studentThat's exactly what the academic
athletes
on track, despite- their
support system: does."
busy schedules. In fact, it seems
The BSU administration
can conto be working so well Kustra even
tinue to hang its hat on the success
admitted
it is an advantage
of the student-athletes
and the constudent-athletes
have over regular
tinuous .improvement
of the unistudents on campus.
versity's overall academics.
.
"If you take a look at the-gradu"I think as we continue to imation rate among our athletes, it's
prove the overall quality of our
often times better than our nonstudents
that helps the athletic
athletes," Kustra said. "That sugdepartment
increase its quality,"
gests to me that the support they're
given is a model for how we need to . Kustra said. "And more important
our recruit students, who, maybe 10
treat all of our students."
or 15 years ago would have said 'I'm
Providing
help'
for
sorry, I've got to go to the University
more
than
15,000
of Arizona because that's the kind
students isn't quite as easy as providof quality I'm thinking about."
ing for the number of student-athAfter winning the Fiesta Bowl,
letes at BSU, however. The smaller
Head Football Coach Chris Petersen
group of students is a big reason why
said he wasn't going to recruit
the Academic Support Program can

I
1

*

- Bob Kustra,
Boise State University
president
different athletes just because there
is more interest in the program.
His philosophy
continues
to be
to recruit the same type of kids that
"got you there."
"[The coaches] walk the campus
to check to make sure their student-athletes
are in school," Kustra
said. "Now they aren't 100 percent
successful, but I'm confident that
when you look at this APR rate this
has something to do with the fact
that these coaches are absolutely
dedicated to it."

*
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all of our students. "
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